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Abstract
Energy is required for everything that we do, and it is the next important
thing apart from the food upon which the lives of nations depend. Lack of
power could cause economies to cripple. The flourishing power generation
industry is considered to be a sign of prosperity for any nation. We get
electricity from electric power generators that create electricity from natural
power sources, such as the sun, wind or water currents. Electricity is also
produced from nuclear energy. In this work , the author proposes an
entirely new type electricity generation from space
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Introduction
To generate power from water , coal , wind and nuclear energies we require
basic raw materials and the costs are high .Due to the scarcity of the above
mentioned items , the developing countries like India are facing a number of
challenges and problems. In order to avoid this, the author proposes to
generate power directly from gravitons. The accepted physics says that the
gravitons are the mediators of gravity. Albert Einstein told that we cannot
separate gravity from space .Gravity is a part of space. Einstein’s variance of

mass with velocity equation says that as the velocity of an object increases,
its mass also increases .The author postulates that this mass is gained by
the moving object directly from SPACE whenever its velocity increases.
Pauli’s exclusive principle , Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle , Einstein’s
equivalence principle and his two postulates of special relativity theory
created ground breaking results in physics.
The author has modeled a device to generate power from space-gravitons.
space-gravitons is our new terminology like Einstein’s space-time. This
technology needs no raw materials at all. Only a device is to be made. And
this is easy and cheap. This machine receives energy from space and
transforms into electric power The first law of thermo dynamic says that
energy can neither be created nor destroyed. One form of energy can be
changed into another form. The second law of thermodynamics states that
"in all energy exchanges, if no energy enters or leaves the system, the
potential energy of the state will always be less than that of the initial state."
This is also commonly referred to as entropy .The proposed new device
obeys the above two laws of thermodynamics. The tiny hot dot invisible
singularity whose volume was zero and density was infinity exploded nearly
13.5 billion years ago. After this big bang , matter and energy were
distributed in this universe. All the planets and stars were created out of
nothing. The Hindu philosophy calls this as sunya .Only 4% of the matter
are visible and the rest 96% of matter and energy are in the form of dark
matter and dark energy. This dark energy causes the expansion of the
universe.This year’s Nobel prize is to be given to three scientists who are
working on dark matter and dark energy. The author’s power generation
method from space obeys the laws of thermodynamics , the predictions
of Einstein’s special and general relativity theories , the laws of heat
transfer and the concepts of big bang theory
All the spiritual sciences such as The Hinduism , Christianity , Islam ,
Taoism and the ancient Lemurians were well versed with electricity. Please
refer to Further spiritual Readings at the end of this paper .An

interesting thing is that the Hindus used electricity to cremate the
dead bodies. The Lemurians called the electric lamp as artificial

sun light But their generation of power is not like our technology.
Their model was entirely different .
Conclusion
2300 years old fifth Euclidean postulate problem is one of the most famous
mathematical impossibilities. All the TOP mathematicians tried their best
and trotted their great brains for 40 to 50 long years to find a solution. But
unfortunately their efforts were not successful. But the author re p[robed this
problematic problem for more than 30 years and found 44 solutions.[ 1 – 5 ]
So, I am positive that I can successfully complete this power project.
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Further spiritual Readings
http://www.sunnahonline.com/ilm/quran/qms.pdf
http://www.alislam.org/library/books/BeliefAndLife.pdf
http://keenookevin.wordpress.com/2009/11/19/end-of-world-2012what-does-the-bible-vedas-and-quran-say-about-it/
http://www.shiasource.com/al-mizan/
http://2012-predictions-review.blogspot.com/2008/05/muslimsand-islam.html
http://www.farghana.org/files/spiritualism_1.pdf
http://www.aljazeerah.info/Islamic
%20Editorials/2010/October/Allah,%20As%20He%20Described
%20Himself%20in%20the%20Holy%20Quran%20By%20Hassan
%20Ali%20El-Najjar.htm
http://books.google.co.in/books?
id=DRNZNjdYQSIC&pg=PA182&lpg=PA182&dq=about+electri
city+in+Taoism&source=bl&ots=GEJZwzg4BU&sig=hAgR6CLK
mQJcUtdN8KHw41q-sUo&hl=ta#v=onepage&q&f=false
spiritualhinduism.blogspot.com/.../electricity-in-atharva-veda.html –
www.indiadivine.org/.../hinduism.../183907-world-vedic-ele... books.google.co.in/books?isbn=8176250643
www. hinduismtoday.com/.../item.php?...
www.a-w-i-p.com/.../electric-cremation-of-dead-bodies-hindu agniveer.com/.../science-in-vedas/
www.topbibleverses.com/bible-verses-about-electricity www.biblefood.com/biblepage8.html Please and please see
I need a sponsor to implement this project.

Project implementation plan

At the end of the first year: Theoretical proof for the project
At the end of the second year: Completion of the project
Beginning of the third year: Trial of the project in open public audience
At the end of the third year : Announcement of the success of the project
At the start of the fourth year : Application of the project
This is an entirely NEW technology. The author’s power generator will
get electricity from space at all times and at all places during day &
night. The cost of this converter is too cheap. As we put on TV and alter
channels by a remote controller, we can put on and put off this device
easily.

My requirements
(1) Separate office or Cabin.
(2) Internet with print out machine.
(3) To use EEE & Mechanical engineering Labs.
(4) Secretarial assistance whenever required.
(5) I will buy the required raw materials for the project
(6) I need a remuneration.
(7) I desire to make Patent Rights on SRMU

I am confident ; very confident ; In fact , too confident that I will
successfully implement the project within three years.

